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Chapter 1

The Really Short History of Life

History of Earth is split in multiple intervals, and some of them are listed in the clock and chart below. These classifications, however, does not reflect well the stages of evolution. This is why in this chapter, the history of life is described from the palaeoecological point of view which reflects milestones of organic world development.
1.1 Origin of Life

In the strict sense, origin of life does not belong to biology. I addition, biologists were long fought for the impossibility of a spontaneous generation of life (which was a common belief from Medieval times to the end of 19 century). One of founders of genetics, Timofeev-Resovsky, when he was asked about his point of view on the origin of life, often joked that “he was too small these times, and do not remember anything”.

However, the contemporary biology can guess something about these times. Of course, such guesses are no more then theories based on common scientific principles, *actuality* and *parsimony*.

First, Earth was very different. For example, atmosphere had no oxygen, it was much closer to atmosphere of Venus then to atmosphere of contemporary Earth and contained numerous chemicals which are now poisonous for most life (like $\text{CS}_2$ or HCN). However, by the end of Archean first oxygen appears in atmosphere, and in early Proterozoic it started to accumulate rapidly. The process is called “oxygen revolution” and it had many consequences. But what the reason of oxygenation was nothing else than appearance of first photosynthetic organisms, most likely cyanobacteria.
Second, the first traces of life on Earth are suspiciously close to the time of Earth origin (4,540 mya)—molecular clock place LUCA about 4,000 mya, and recently found first traces of cyanobacteria are 3,700 mya. Altogether, life on Earth was most of the time of its existence!

Third, first living things were most likely prokaryotes (Monera, bacteria). These could be both photosynthetic (cyanobacteria) and chemotrophic bacteria as evidenced from isotope analysis of Isua sedimentary rocks in Greenland, and now also from the presence of stromatolites, the traces of cyanobacteria in the same place.

What was the first living thing? It has a name LUCA, Last Universal Common Ancestor but only a little could be estimated about its other features. It was probably a cell with DNA/RNA/proteins stream, like all current living things. Unclear is how this stream appeared, and how happened that it was embedded into the cell. One of helpful ideas is “RNA world”, speculation about times when no DNA yet exist, and even proteins did not function properly but RNAs already worked as information source as well as biological machines. Another possibility is that lipid globules, some other organic molecular and water formed coacervates, small droplets in which these RNAs could dwell. If this happened, then resulted structure could be called “proto-cell”.

1.2 Prokaryotic World

Most of Proterozoic prokaryotes (Monera) dominated the living world. Typical landscape these times was high, almost vertical rocks and very low plains which should be covered with tide for dozens of kilometers. This is because there were no terrestrial organisms decreasing erosion. Ocean was low oxygenated, only water surface contained oxygen.

In that conditions, ancestor of eukaryotes appeared. First eukaryotes could probably remain contemporary heterotrophic Excavata (Fig. 2.2) like Jacoba but there are no fossils of this kind. However, there are number of fossils which could be treated as algae, photosynthetic protists. These fossils remind contemporary red and green algae (Fig 2.8, the bottom row). It is possible that some other Proterozoic fossils (acritarchs) belong to other protist groups, for example, unicellular Dinozoa (Fig. 2.7).

Ecosystems of these times were similar to Archean and mostly consisted of cyanobacteria, and represented now by stromatolites. No one can say anything about terrestrial life in Proterozoic, but it possible that Monera dominated there as well.
In the end of middle Neoproterozoic, continents of Earth joined in one big con-
tinent Rodinia, this triggered the most powerful glaciation in history, “snowball
Earth”, Cryogenian glaciation.

1.3 The Rise of Nonskeletal Fauna

This mentioned above glaciation possibly, in turn, triggered evolution of Earth, be-
cause in Ediacarian period (the last period of Proterozoic), animals and other multi-
cellular organism appear. There are three most unusual things about Ediacar-
an ecosystems. First, they were filled with creatures as similar to contemporary life as
would (not yet discovered) extra-terrestrial life be. In other words, they (like Pteri-
dinium, see Fig. 2.29) had no similarity with the recent fauna and flora. Second, all
these Ediacarian creatures were evidently soft, nonskeletal. This is even more strik-
ing because in the next period (Cambrian), almost all animals and even algae had
skeletal parts.

There were different types of ecosystems in Neoproterozoic, but in essence, they all
consisted of these soft creatures (it is not easy to say what they were, animals, plants
of colonial protists). They thrived for about 90 million years and then suddenly de-
clined (some left-overs existed in Cambrian, though). This is the third, really weird
thing. Weird because later ecosystems almost always left descendants, even famous
dinosaurs went extinct but left the great group of birds, their direct “offspring”.

Why they went extinct, it is not clear. Several factors could be blamed: oxidization
of ocean, appearance of macroscopic carnivores, increased transparency of water.
The last could relate with two first by means of pellet production. Many recent small
plankton invertebrates pack their feces in granules (pellets) which speedily fall to
the ocean bottom. In Ediacaran, there was probably no pellet production and there-
fore ocean water was mostly muddy. When first pellet producers appear, water start
to be increasingly more transparent which raised oxygen production by algae, and,
as the next step, allowed more and bigger animals to exist. Bigger plankton ani-
imals mean that it start to be rewarding to hunt them (remember ecological pyramid).
These hunters were probably first macroscopic carnivores which caused the end of
Ediacaran “soft life”.

After Ediacaran great extinction (this is the first documented great extinction), one
can observe the rise of very different creatures, small, skeletal Cambrian organisms.
They appear in big diversity and represent many current phyla of animals. This is
called “Cambrian revolution”, or “Cambrian explosion” (see below).
1.4 Filling Marine Ecosystems

This happened due Cambrian and Ordovician periods which jointly continued for almost 100 million years. Most of this time Earth climate was relatively warm, but continents were concentrated in the Southern hemisphere. In the end of Ordovician, Africa hit the South Pole, and this resulted in a serious glaciation.

The sea in large degree prevailed over the land, and thus created exceptionally favorable conditions for the development of marine communities which in this epoch became finally similar to what we see around now. For some groups, there was not “enough space” in the sea, and, as a consequence, the colonization of land from higher organisms started.

At this time, all main types and even classes of invertebrates and vertebrates and terrestrial plants already existed. Stromatolites went to the “background” of ecosystems, and were replaced with other builders of bioherms (reef-like organic structures) like archaeocyaths (Fig. 2.12, group probably close to the sponges) and calcareous red and green algae. Archaeocyaths went extinct in the end of the Ordovician, but calcareous algae have survived.
In Cambrian, there was a great variety of different groups of animals, usually **small size and with a skeleton** of different types (phosphate, calcareous, organic): that was a consequence of “skeletal revolution”. Some of them were crawlers, some swimmers, and some burrowers.

Among the sea floor bilaterians, trilobites (an extinct group of arthropods) dominated, there were also many other groups of arthropods and lobopods (intermediates between ecdysozoan nematode-like “worms” and arthropods), plus various spiralian, namely brachiopods and molluscs (Fig. 2.20, 2.21) including cephalopods which played the role of pelagic predators, preceding sea scorpions and armored fish. There were also plenty of echinoderms, mostly sea lilies and many other, now extinct, classes (Fig. 2.14). First jawless fishes (Fig. 2.16, top row) were also the part of pelagic life.

It can be assumed that at this time started the mass “exodus” of invertebrates to the land. Perhaps, at this there were already some soil fauna, consisting of nematodes, small arthropods and other similar organisms.

Green algae were gradually replaced red algae in communities. For some of them, like for some invertebrates, there were “not enough space” in the ocean, and they proceeded to conquer the land. The living conditions outside of ocean were much more stringent for plants than for the animals, so the process of adaptation took a long time. The first land plants are known from the Ordovician, they probably were liverworts (Fig. 2.9, top left). Land conquest for plants was concerted with the development of symbiosis with mycorrhizal fungi (Fig. 2.4). Apparently, among the first terrestrial photosynthetic organisms were symbioses both with a predominant fungus and predominant alga. The first gave rise to the lichens, who took the most extreme habitats, and the second to the contemporary terrestrial plants.

Terrestrial plants had to solve many problems. There were, in particular, water supply (so they developed vascular system), gas exchange (acquired stomata), competition for light (body began to grow vertically with the help of supportive tissues), and spore dispersal (diploid stage, sporophyte, began to form sporangia on a long stalk containing spores covered with thick envelope).

A very serious plant problem was also in the optimization of the **life cycle**. Putative ancestors of land plants, charophyte green algae, did not have any sporophyte as their zygote proceed to meiosis almost immediately after fertilization. New sporophyte could arise in connection with the need to disperse the spores from plants growing in the shallow water, where the wind acted as the most efficient dispersal agent. First sporophytes served likely only for the storage of the haploid spores, but later most of gametophyte functions were transfered to sporophyte.
It is important to note also that the colonisation of the land by plants was to happen after formation of **soil**, the process involved bacteria, fungi, and invertebrates. Furthermore, the term “colonisation of land” is not accurate since the actual land in the usual sense in those days did not exist, it was in fact huge, often completely flooded wetlands / sea bottom space, interspersed with rock formations; there were no permanent freshwater. We can say that **animals and plants made the land themselves**, stopping erosion that once ruled the earth surface. Land type familiar to us was formed slowly; we can, for example, assume that until Jurassic watersheds were completely devoid of vegetation.

### 1.5 First Life on Land

This epoch (spans Silurian and Devonian periods) began more than 440 million years ago and took about 85 million years. The Earth’s climate was gradually warmer, starting with a small glaciation of Gondwana (South Pole was in Brazil), climatic situation slowly reversed, and during the Devonian period, the world was dominated by abnormally high temperatures and extremely high ocean level. This time was ended with Caledonian orogeny, the result of proto-North America and proto-Europe collision, when mountains of Scandinavia, Scotland, and eastern North America have been risen.

On land, there was a **radiation** (i.e., evolution in different directions) of terrestrial plants. There were already several **biomes**: bog communities, semi-aquatic ecosystems, and more dry plant associations with domination of mosses. Once the plants have “learned” how to make chemicals which make their cell walls much stronger (**lignin** and **suberin**), they started to make “skyscrapers” to escape competition for the light; this allowed them to grow up to the almost unlimited height. By the end of epoch, first **forests** appeared which consisted of marattioid ferns (Fig. 2.10, middle left), giant horsetails, mosses and first **seed plants**.

**Origin of seed was most likely connected with origin of trees.** Ancestors of the seed plants (it is possible that they were close to modern tongue ferns, Fig. 2.10) were among the first plants acquired the **cambium**, “stem-cell” tissue, and, consequently, the ability of the secondary thickening their trunk. After that, growth in height was virtually unrestricted. But there was another problem: the huge ecological gap between the giant sporophyte and minuscule, short-lived gametophyte dramatically reduced protection capabilities of the sporophyte the overall plants viability (similar thing happened with dinosaurs in the late Cretaceous).

Seed plants solved the problem and found the room for gametophyte right **on the sporophyte**. However, this change required plenty of coordination in the develop-
ment (e.g., pollination), and initially, seed plants (like contemporary gingko, Fig. 2.11, top left, and cycads) were not much better then their sporic competitors.

At the seas, predatory vertebrates, armored fish “pushed” the old dominants, chelicerates (Fig. 2.25, bottom right) into the land. The last group became first terrestrial predators. Apparently, there was already plenty of prey in the terrestrial fauna, in particular, millipedes and wingless proto-insects (Fig. 2.28, the middle). The last group (in order to escape predators) was likely forced to migrate to live on trees, and there true insects appeared in the next epoch.

Shallow-water communities were dominated by advanced fish groups. The most important were ancestors of terrestrial vertebrates, lobe-finned fish (Fig. 2.16, 4th from top). These predatory animals, probably in order to “catch up” with the retreating water (as the tides at that time apparently extended for kilometers into the “land”), and also in the search for more food, started to develop adaptations to the terrestrial lifestyle. At the end of epoch, they “made” organisms similar to modern amphibians, labyrinthodonts. They had many characters of terrestrial animals but likely spent most of their life time in water.

From that time, most of changes in marine ecosystems were only regrouping, reduction or increase of particular group. As an example, corals (existed from Cambrian) started to become the main builders of bioherms (as they are now). Role of trilobites decreased. Among mollusks prevailed ammonoids and nautiloids, cephalopods (Fig. 2.20, bottom right) with heavy shells. Vertebrates were represented not only with lobe-finned, but with many other groups of fish-like animals, including jawless and different cartilaginous and boned fish. This epoch is often called “the age of the fish.”
This epoch took about 60 millions of years and is often described as the kind of tropical world, with warm and humid climate, plenty of CO$_2$ in the atmosphere, and the predominance of ferns. In fact, in the world at that time the climate was quite variable. For example, the Arctic continent Angarida (or “Siberia”, it corresponds with recent East Siberia) had really cold and dry climate. In contrast, the Euro-North-America was on the equator and had tropical climate.

However, there was a little carbon dioxide and lots of oxygen; in fact, much more oxygen then it was on the whole history of Earth, both earlier and later. One of
proofs is an existence of giant **palaedictyopteroidean insects**, some of them had more then a meter wingspan! As insects depend on tracheal system for ventilation, is safe to guess that there were plant of oxygen in the atmosphere to supply these big bodies.

The raise of oxygen is probably explained with appearance of forest biomes. Accumulation of coal is also related, the more carbon accumulated, the less should go into CO$_2$.

These Carboniferous forests were dominated with primitive woody ferns, tree-like horsetails and basal seed plants (they have quite misleading name “seed ferns” but in fact, belonged to groups which now include ginkgo and cycads). There were also related to conifers (**cordaites** and, finally, **woody lycophytes** which now exist only as small water squillworts (**Isoëtes**).

Forests of this epoch were really peculiar, and more similar to mangroves than to “normal” forests. They were systematically flooded with the tides and surf waves, and at the same time, decomposition of organic matter was slow (as there were no phytophagous insects and little fungi). Consequently, bottom of such forest was probably covered with mud. This mud was threaded with numerour rhizomes of woody lycophytes.

They, as many other trees of these times, had imperfect thickening, and sooner or later would break and fall down. In addition, sporic trees had no control over their microscopic gametophytes, and this resulted in periodical outbursts when many young plants of the same age started to compete and eliminate each other. All of these factors add to the existing mess, and lower levels of these forests were literally inundated with large size wood litter.

This was the basic ground of the origin of reptiles and flying insects. These two groups might origin “together”, as elements of the one food chain included also trees. In the beginning of their evolution, many insect groups probably feed on generative organs of plants. Then dragonflies formed the first flying predators, and as the response, cockroaches and crickets went into the litter layer.

Some amphibians slowly evolved toward feeding on terrestrial invertebrates (like insects, slugs and millipedes), and as a consequence, developed the full independence from water. This required substantial restructuring of the organization, in particular the improvement of the respiratory system, skin, fertilization and embryogenesis. Taken together, these changes resulted in appearance of new group, **reptiles**.

Seas in this epoch were dominated by mollusks, primitive arthropods, cartilaginous and lobe-finned fishes.
At the end of the Carboniferous period there have been several important events. Firstly, all Earth continents collided in a single continent Pangea. Second, an active mountain building started; this orogeny formed Urals, Altai, the Caucasus, Atlas, Ardennes. Then part of Pangaea (namely, Australia) “drove” to the South Pole, thus started the Great glaciation. Temperatures on Earth were thus even lower than it is now, in the epoch of Great Cenozoic glaciation.

Interesting is that these processes were not strongly affected the evolution of the biosphere, at least in the beginning. Of course, there are were new types of vegeta-
tion, conifer forests, savannas and deserts. Three ferns declined, cycads (rare now) appeared. But the fauna has not changed. The role of reptiles increased greatly, many of them were insectivorous, and some reptiles (synapsids) started to acquire characters of the future mammals. Amphibian stegocephalians were still thrived. Higher insects (insects with metamorphosis) were close to modern Hymenoptera and lived on conifers, they played an important role in the further evolution of the seed. In a forest litter lived multiple herbivorous and predatory cockroach-like insects. In the fresh water, stoneflies were diverse.

Reptile metabolism is quite compatible with water life, so in Permian some reptilian groups “returned” to water (this process continued in Mesozoic): there were marine, fish-eating mesosaurs, and freshwater hippo-like pareiasaurs.

At the end of the Permian period, about 270 million years ago, glaciation stopped. But orogeny intensified, half of Siberia were covered with volcanic lava (famous Siberian Traps), and that event probably was reason of the great extinction of marine life: trilobites did not survive Permian, as well as 40% of cephalopods, 50% echinoderms, 90% brachiopods and bryozoans, almost all corals and so on. More or less happily escaped were only sponges and bivalvians. However, some groups appeared first at this time, for example, contemporary bony fishes and decapod crustaceans.

Five “great” extinctions. Great extinction of marine life is the third triangle from left.
1.8 Renovation of the Terrestrial Life

In the Triassic and early Jurassic, Pangea begins to disintegrate. The Atlantic Ocean (which still grows) opened. The climate was warm at first, but very dry, and by the end of the era it gradually became more convenient to the terrestrial life.

Among the seed plants there appeared more advanced groups like bennettites, which participate in making savanna type vegetation (without grasses though, role of grasses was likely played with ferns, mosses and lichens). Seeds of many plants were protected by scales or were embedded in an almost closed cupula. Apparently, this was the “answer” of seed plants to the appearance of numerous phytophagous insect groups. Some other groups of insects began to adapt to pollination of seed plants, this was an additional factor to facilitate growing of seed covers.

Reptilian were still dominated but gradually replaced with various groups of arhosauro-morphs, the most advanced reptiles by that time, able to move very quickly, typically using only two legs.

Simultaneously run there were processes of “mammalization” and “avification” of reptiles. Ancestors of mammals were now in a small dimensional class and became insectivorous; this is because small herbivorous reptiles were simply physiologically impossible. Plant food is not very nutritional, and reptile feeding apparatus was unable to extract enough calories to support small, presumably more active animal. Large herbivorous reptiles have less relative surface and therefore need less calories, and they of course existed. Only turtles are an exception, because of their “super-protection”, which however has closed all further ways to improve the organization.

Ancestors of mammals were animals of the size of a hedgehog or less; they continued to improve their dental system, the thermal insulation system, and increase the size of the brain. The result was the emergence at of first the first true mammals.

Among “true” reptiles, dinosaurs (birds’ ancestors), crocodiles and pterosaurs (which dominate the air for the next 70 million years) have appeared.

In the seas, there are first diatom algae, that stimulated the zooplankton, and in turn, cephalopods, which dominated throughout the Mesozoic. In addition, to replace the extinct by this time mesosaurs, appeared new groups of marine reptiles, for example, notosaurs and molluscivorous placodonts.
1.9 Jurassic Park: World of Reptiles

The climate on Earth in this epoch (Jurassic and Early Cretaceous) approached the optimum, the split of the continental plates led to its humidification. A new flourishing of fauna and flora began. The sea strongly prevailed over the land, even high continental platforms such as the Russian and North African, were flooded.

The abundance of phytoplankton and zooplankton caused the thrive of marine fauna, including sponges, corals, bivalve mollusks (who took an active part in the construction of bioherms), echinoderms, etc. Ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs were the largest marine predators.

Interestingly that in fossil deposits, pregnant females of ichthyosaurs are often found. Therefore, the ichthyosaurs were not only viviparous but gave birth in conditions ‘promoted” fossilization. This is probably because they could not give birth as modern cetaceans: a tail up, this was not allowed with their vertical (like in fish, but not like in cetaceans) caudal fin. Then it seems that they were forced to give birth in shallow water, probably forming large groups (like modern seals).

On land there were forests similar to the recent temperate taiga, composed mainly of representatives of the ginkgo class. Many of them were technically also angiosperms as their seeds were well protected by additional covers. These forests were mostly inhabited by insects, and primitive mammals hunted for them.

In open spaces, savanna forests were maintained (as modern grasslands exist only due to the constant pressure of ungulates) by giant herbivorous dinosaurs, replacing all the other groups with size of modern cow and bigger. There also lived numerous predatory dinosaurs, both large and small bird-like insectivorous forms.

Flight of ancient birds was still very imperfect. Apparently, the ancestors of birds needed feathers mainly for thermal insulation, and the flight occurred from the jumping movements required to catch flying insects. There is no much difference between archosauromorph reptiles and birds; in fact, flying is the only radical difference of birds.

The other group of flying arhosaurs, pterosaurs, dominated the water and land borders. Apparently, ancestors of pterosaurs were fish-eating animals, and their flight arose as an adaptation to catching prey from the water.
1.10 The Rise of Contemporary Ecosystems

Cretaceous and Paleogene periods are usually referred to different eras, but here we join them in one stage, as the development of the biosphere between the Cretaceous and the Paleogene did not change its direction.

The climate on Earth at that time was favorable, at the end of the Cretaceous period, one of an absolute maximum of temperatures was observed. Continents gradually acquired modern outlines. Alpine orogeny began, then Andes and the Rocky Mountains arose, and then the Himalayas.

The main event of this era is the so-called Aptian revolution. At the very end of the Lower Cretaceous almost simultaneously appeared those groups of animals and plants which dominant to this day: flowering plants, placental mammals, higher (tailless) birds, social insects (bees, ants and termites), butterflies, and higher bony fishes.

The origin of flowering plants for a long time was considered enigmatic. However, they do not differ in principle from the rest of the seed plants: neither double fer-
tilization, nor protection of ovaries, much less the presence of a flower are unique attributes of flowering plants.

On the other hand, recent studies of both fossil and modern flowering plants indicate that the first flowering plants were herbaceous perennials, and some of them even aquatic. It is possible that during the previous epochs, some smaller “gymnosperms”, “seed ferns” gradually acquired a herbaceous appearance, the capacity for easy vegetative reproduction (“partiality”), and a much shorter and more optimized life cycle. In the same direction, many other groups of seed plants were evolved, pushing each other’s evolution, but the ancestors of flowering plants were the first to achieve this level.

Flowering plants very quickly colonized the land: first a herbaceous storeys where ferns and mosses could not compete with them (and there were no other seed plants, too). Then, apparently, they began to interfere with the woody “gymnosperms”, and secondary woody flowering trees were formed. By the end of the era, angiosperms forced out all other plants (except conifers) on the periphery of the communities. As the climate gradually differentiated (becoming colder in high latitudes and warmer in the lower latitudes), tropical forests arose (they did not exist from the Carboniferous period).

An important event in the middle of the Upper Cretaceous was the occurrence of graminoids (grass-like plants). Capable of firmly retaining captured territory, they began to play an increasing role in communities.

The leaf litter of flowering plants, which is much copious than that of other seed plants (remember their fast life cycle), dramatically changed the carbon regime of freshwater ecosystems. Most of the oligotrophic (as modern sphagnum bogs) places have become eutrophic, rich in organic substances. This is associated with strong changes in the fauna of insects (the emergence of higher forms of Diptera and beetles), associated with the previous event the emergence of numerous insectivorous lizards, as well as the radiation of tailed amphibians. Another consequence was probably a change of the outflow of some elements to the sea, possibly having an influence on the further development of the marine communities.

In the seas, various crocodiles, hampsosaurs and giant mosasaur lizards dominated, and then extinct, likely due to the rapid radiation of fast-swimming higher bony fishes. At the end of the era, cetaceans appeared. Cephalopods began to decline, but the role of gastropods and bivalves significantly increased.

***

Extinction of dinosaurs is usually called the main event of this era. It must be said, however, that many dinosaur groups died out much earlier than the end of the Creta-
aceous, and many faded gradually so Cretaceous extinction was only the “last stroke” of their evolution. On the other hand, the often-named exogenous causes of extinction (meteorite, etc.) do not not explain why it touched practically only dinosaurs and having little effect on the evolution of the other tetrapods and almost nothing on the evolution of insects and plants. In the most of Earth history, exogenous influences cannot be firmly tied to any evolutionary event, for example, the time of the appearance of the most large meteorite craters of the Phanerozoic cannot be clearly associated with any extinction.

Apparently, one of the endogenous causes of extinction was the appearance of a predator capable of feeding on small and medium-sized prey (Rautian’s hypothesis). The fact is that before the Cretaceous period, the animals of the small-sized class were represented only by insectivorous forms. However, gradually improving the dental apparatus, some mammals finally switched to plant food. This led to the emergence of predatory forms capable of feeding on this herbivorous mammals. (Note that insectivorous animals of small size could not serve as a regular food for any predator according to the law of the ecological pyramid.)

Since such a predator (they could be small predatory lizards, serpents, birds, other mammals that appeared in this era) could not be specialized only in one kind of prey, it was necessarily the main enemy of small offspring of large dinosaurs. The point is that the average size of adult dinosaurs increased dramatically by the end of the Cretaceous (this is the typical race of arms between prey and predator), but young dinosaurs simply could not be large! Dinosaur eggs had an upper limit of size because they must be warmed to the center and also reasonably easy to hatch. Thus began the gradual extinction of herbivorous, and after them, predatory large dinosaurs. Small dinosaurs did not have any significant advantages over mammals and birds, and therefore lost in the competition.

It is curious that the extinction of large predatory forms led to a kind of “vacuum” in terrestrial communities, and the most unexpected groups pretended to be predators before the advent of real predatory mammals (at the beginning of the next epoch), like terrestrial crocodiles, giant predatory birds and carnivorous ungulates.

Pterosaurs formed more and more large forms, and at the end of the era, were unable to withstand competition with increasingly better flying birds. But the first flying mammals appeared: bats, whose flight arose, perhaps, as a means to save themselves from tree-ridden predators. Bats and birds safely divided the habitat, which is why they exist together to this day. The winning groups started extensive radiation. In the described epoch several hundreds order-level groups of mammals, birds and bony fishes appeared, and the the most orders of flowering plants.
1.11 Last Great Glaciation

The movement of continents in this epoch led to very adverse consequences. Panamanian and Suez isthmus closed, Antarctica gradually shifted to the area of the South Pole, and the northern continents surrounded the Arctic region with a ring. Conditions were created for the beginning of the new Great Glaciation.

Life in the seas has not changed much. At the beginning of the epoch, due to the drying climate and the progressive development of herbivorous mammals, grasslands were extensively expanded. These areas were inhabited by a fauna in which various proboscis, ungulates, rodents and predatory mammals dominated.

One of the curious episodes of this era was the Great Inter-American Exchange, when, the result of the formation of the Panama Isthmus. South America, isolated so far from all other continents (like Australia now), experienced the invasion of more highly organized North American groups. Some South American animals have relatively successfully withstood this onslaught and even advanced far to the north.
(opossums, armadillos). However, the greater part of the South American fauna became extinct.

After the formation of the glaciers, the rich Antarctic fauna and flora also died out, the last remnants (refugia) of which are now in the remnants of flooded Zealandia continent: islands New Zealand, Lord Howe and New Caledonia.

The advent of the glacier led to the formation of another type of community, arctic steppe: tundra, which advanced or retreated along with the ice.

The final chord of the development of the biosphere in this era was the appearance (most likely in East Africa) of representatives of the species *Homo sapiens* L.
Nikolaj Zinovjev, “Ice Age” (1969)
Chapter 2

Diversity of Life, Illustrated

2.1 Key for the Life

Here is an attempt to characterize diversity of life using only naked eye, without the requirement of using any special research tools. This will of course, reduce significantly the level of recognition. However, I believe that such key could be really useful theoretically as it will try to use XVII approach to reveal XXI century knowledge. And practically, too. Understanding of life, even to the level of phyla and above without any special preparations, is really handy for many lovers of living nature.

Important note for all users of this key: biology is a science of exceptions, and in many cases, there are less rules than exceptions. So please be careful and never accept any statement below as 100% rule.

1. Non-living ......................................................... Not in this key.
   – Living. Criteria of life are vague but we call living things which are soft, colored, changed with time, rot if dead, exists in numbers, making new life, which typically is similar to parent ......................................................... 2.

2. Cellular ................................................................. 3.
   – Cell is absent. From common experience, these look more like chemicals then life creatures. In lab, this could be spotted that viruses are not easy to separate with most of filters. But visually it is really hard to tell them from cellular microscopic life, and one can skip this step ........................................ Viri.
3 (2). We do not see them: size is less then human eye resolution (typically, 0.2 mm). However, other life characters could be spotted. Monera (all phyla), microscopic Protista (majority of phyla) and some Animalia.

- Visible as separate units, sometimes single cells (like large infusorians) but mostly cell aggregates of different kind ................................. 4.

4 (3). Plants, plant-like protists (algae), or macroscopic fungal bodies. Most of them is diversely colored, often flat, occur in lighted areas, growing in many places, repeated the basic body structure (fractal-like) .............................. 5.

- Not like above: often lacking any bright color, with no preference of lighted places, restricted growth, variable shape, solid (not self-repeated) morphology. Also, they frequently eat and move ........................................ 8.

5 (4). Water organisms, often with simple morphologies, that is, without organs which could be guessed as stems and leaves, roots, flowers or seeds. Color is frequently not exactly green: red, yellow or brown, or even more exotic. Often slimy, sometimes with specific pungent odor ............................................ 6.

- Terrestrial plants, with at least some typical organs, and green color. The other variant is terrestrial macroscopic fungal bodies ................................. 7.

(the key is under development below)

6 (5). ...

- ...

7 (5).

- ...

8 (4).

- ...

2.2 Illustrations

All black and white illustrations in this section were provided by Georgij Vinogradov and Michail Boldumanu.
Figure 2.1: **Monera: Bacteria.** Left to right, top to bottom: Firmicutes: *Bacillus* sp.; Chlorobia: *Chlorobium* sp.; Cyanobacteria: *Prochloron* and *Nostoc kihlmanii.*
Figure 2.2: **Protista: Excavata.** Left to right, top to bottom: Jacobea: *Jakoba libera*; Parabasalea: *Barbulanympha ufolula*; Euglenophyceae: *Euglena spirogyra*; Kinetoplastea: *Trypanosoma brucei*; Heterolobosea: *Acrasis rosea* and *Stephanopogon colpoda*. 
Figure 2.3: Protista: Panmycota I. Left to right, top to bottom: Archamoebae: *Pelomyxa palustris*; Microsporea: *Theoloniania* sp. spore; Macromycerozoa: *Polysphondylium pallidum*; Choanomonadea: *Codosiga botrytis*; Chytridiomycetes: *Polysphondylium pallidum*.
Figure 2.4: **Protista: Panmycota II.** Left to right, top to bottom: Zygomycetes: a *Mucor* sp., b *Pilobolus* sp.; Ascomycetes: *Gyromitra esculenta* (a fruiting body, b ascus) and lichenes: a *Usnea* sp., b *Cladonia deformis*; Basidiomycetes: *Boletus edulis* (a fruiting body, b basidia).
Figure 2.5: **Protista: Panalgae: Chromobionta** I. Left to right, top to bottom:
Rhizopodea: *Arcella vulgaris*; Acantharia: *Amphilonche elongata*; Labyrinthulea: *Labyrinthula coenocystis*; Opalinea: *Opalina ranarum*; Oomycetes: *Bremia* sp.
Figure 2.6: Protista: Panalgae: Chromobionta II (Chromophyta). Left to right, top to bottom: Chrysophyceae: *Ochromonas danica*; Bacillariophyceae: *Biddulphia aurita*; Phaeophyceae: *Fucus vesiculosus*; Raphidophyceae: *Gonyostomum semen.*
Figure 2.7: **Protista: Panalgae: Chromobionta III (Alveolata)**. Left to right, top to bottom: Coccidiomorpha: *Plasmodium vivax* (a in host tissues, b separate sporozoite); Oligohymenophorea: *Tetrahymena pyriformis*; Dinozoa: *Phalacroma* sp.
Figure 2.8: **Protista: Panalgaee: Hacrobia and Chlorophyta.** Left to right, top to bottom: Centrohelea: *Raphidiophrys capitata*; Cryptophyceae: *Cryptomonas ovata*; Rhodophyta: *Delesseria* sp.; Charophyceae: *Chara fragilis*. 
Figure 2.9: Vegetabilia I (Bryophyta). Left to right, top to bottom: Jungermanniopsida: *Phyllothallia* sp.; Sphagnopsida: *Sphagnum* sp.; Bryopsida: *Rhodobryum roseum*; Anthocerotopsida: *Anthoceros laevis* (a open sporogon, b general view).
Figure 2.10: **Vegetabilia II (Pteridophyta)**. Left to right, top to bottom: Lycopodiopsida: *Phylloglossum drummondii*; Equisetopsida: *Equisetum sylvaticum*; Ophioglossopsida: *Helminthostachys zeylanica*; Marattiopsida: *Angiopteris evecta*; Pteridopsida: *Regnellidium diphylum*.
Figure 2.11: **Vegetabilia III (Spermatophyta)**. Left to right, top to bottom: Ginkgoopsida: *Ginkgo biloba*; Gnetopsida: *Gnetum* sp. (a branch with male fructifications, b leaf); Pinopsida: *Podocarpus* sp. (a general view, b branch with seeds); Angiospermae: *Magnolia grandiflora* (a flower, b fruit).
Figure 2.12: **Animalia: Spongia and Ctenophora.** Left to right, top to bottom: Archaeocyatha gen. sp.; Demospongia: *Phakellia cribrosa*; Ctenophora: *Mertensia ovum*. 
Figure 2.13: **Animalia: Cnidaria.** Left to right, top to bottom: Hydrozoa: *Halitholus yoldiaearticae* (a polyp stage, b medusa); Myxozoa: *Sphaeromyxa* sp.; Scyphozoa: *Aurelia aurita* (a polyp stage, b medusa); Anthozoa: *Gersemia fruticosa.*
Figure 2.14: Animalia: Deuterostomia I. Left to right, top to bottom: Crinoidea: Heliometra glacialis; Ophiuroidea: Stegophiura nodosa; Echinoidea: Diadema setosum; Holothuroidea: Chiridota laevis; Enteropneusta: Saccoglossus mereschkowski.
Figure 2.15: Animalia: Deuterostomia II. Left to right, top to bottom: Leptocardii: Branchiostoma lanceolatum; Ascidiae: Chelyosoma macleayanum; Salpae: Salpa maxima; Larvacea: Oikopleura vanhoeffeni.
Figure 2.16: Animalia: Deuterostomia III (Anamnia). Top to bottom: Cyclostomata: Myxine sp.; Chondrichtyes: Chymaera sp.; Osteichtyes: Perca fluviatilis; Dipnoi: Lepidosiren paradoxa; Amphibia: Hyla sp.
Figure 2.17: **Animalia: Deuterostomia IV (Amniota).** Left to right, top to bottom: Reptilia: *Testudo elephantopus*; Aves: *Archaeopteryx lithographica*; Aves: *Strix aluco*; Mammalia: *Ornithorhynchus anatinus*; Mammalia: *Sus scrofa*. 
Figure 2.18: **Animalia: Spiralia I.** Left to right, top to bottom: Acanthocephala: *Acanthocephalus lucii*; Rotatoria: a *Asplanchna* sp., b *Kellicottia longispina*; Gastrotricha: *Chaetonotus maximus*; Dicyemea: *Dicyema macrocephalum.*
Figure 2.19: **Animalia: Spiralia II (Platyhelminthes)**. Left to right, top to bottom: Rhabditophora: *Macrorhynchus crocea*; Monogenea: *Polystoma integerrimum*; Cestoda: *Taenia solium*; Trematoda: *Fasciola hepatica*.
Figure 2.20: **Animalia**: **Spiralia III (Mollusca I).** Left to right, top to bottom: Aplacophora: *Chaetoderma nitidulum*; Polycladophora: *Chiton sulcatus*; Monoplacophora: *Neopilina galathea*; Cephalopoda: *Sepiola birostrata*.
Figure 2.21: Animalia: Spiralia IV. Left to right, top to bottom: Gastropoda: *Helix vulgaris*; Scaphopoda: *Antalis vulgaris*; Bivalvia: *Hiatella arctica*; Brachiopoda: *Spirifer* sp. (fossil).
Figure 2.22: **Animalia: Spiralia V.** Left to right, top to bottom: Phoronida: *Phoronis hippocrepia*; Bryozoa: *Plumatella fungosa*; Entoprocta: *Pedicellina nutans*; Nemertea: *Emplectonema* sp.
Figure 2.23: **Animalia: Spiralia VI.** Left to right, top to bottom: Sipuncula: *Golfingia margaritacea*; Echiura: *Bonellia viridis*; Polychaeta: *Pterosyllis finmarchica*; Pogonophora: *Choanophorus indicus*; Clitellata: *Stylaria lacustris*; Hirudinea: *Glossiphonia complanata*.
Figure 2.24: **Animalia: Chaetognatha and Ecdysozoa I.** Left to right, top to bottom: Chaetognatha: *Sagitta hexaptera*; Priapulida: *Priapulus caudatus*; Kynorhyncha: *Semnoderis armiger*; Nematoda: *Aphelenchoides composticola*; Nematomorpha: *Gordius aquaticus*. 
Figure 2.25: **Animalia: Ecdysozoa II.** Left to right, top to bottom: Onychophora: *Peripatopsis capensis*; Tardigrada: *Macrobiotus* sp.; Pantopoda: *Nymphon brevirostre*; Chelicerata: *Galeodes araneoides*. 
Figure 2.26: **Animalia: Ecdysozoa III (Myriapoda).** Left to right, top to bottom: Chilopoda: *Lithobius forficatus*; Symphyla: *Scutigerella immaculata*; Pauropoda: *Pauropus sylvaticus*; Diplopoda: *Polydesmus complanatus.*
Figure 2.27: **Animalia: Ecdysozoa IV (Pancrustacea I).** Left to right, top to bottom: Branchiura: *Argulus* sp.; Pentastomida: *Cephalobaena tetrapoda*; Copepodoidea: *Calanus* sp.; Malacostraca: *Squilla mantis*.
Figure 2.28: **Animalia: Ecdysozoa V (Pancrustacea II).** Left to right, top to bottom: Phyllopoda: *Limnadia lenticularis*; Cephalocarida: *Sandersiella acuminata*; Archaeognatha: *Machilis* sp.; Hexapoda: *Blatta orientalis*. 
Figure 2.29: **Problematica and Viri.** Left to right, top to bottom: Hyolitha gen. sp.; Erniettiomorpha: *Pteridinium* sp.; “Nematophyta”: *Prototaxites* sp.; Viri: *Adenovirus* sp.
Chapter 3

Life Stories

3.1 Foundations of Science

Principle of Actuality

It states that current geologic processes, occurring at the same rates observed today, in the same manner, account for all of Earth’s geological features. The central argument of this principle is “The present is the key to the past.”

Occam’s razor

The principle of simplicity is the central theme of father William of Occam’s (ca. 1300) approach, so much so that this principle has come to be known as “Occam’s Razor.” Occam used his principle to eliminate unnecessary hypotheses and favor shortest explanation (which nowadays is called most parsimonious).

Principle of Falsification

The principle of falsification by sir Karl Popper defined as ”A theory is falsifiable ... if there exists at least one ... statement[s] which [is] forbidden by it”. An example of non-falsifiable hypothesis could be the Russel’s teapot: “If I were to suggest that between the Earth and Mars there is a china teapot revolving about the sun in an elliptical orbit, nobody would be able to disprove my assertion provided I were careful
to add that the teapot is too small to be revealed even by our most powerful tele-
scopes.”

**Null and Alternative Hypothesis**

Ronald Fisher, British statistician and geneticist formulated an approach of two rival hypotheses: null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis. If being tested with alternative hypothesis, it is failed-to-reject if the null hypothesis is rejected based on statistical evidence.

### 3.2 Few Drops of Geology

#### Geological Time

Stratigraphy refers to the natural and cultural soil layers that make up an archaeological deposit. The notion is tied up with 19th-century geologist Charles Lyell, who stated that because of natural forces, soils found deeply buried will have been laid down earlier—and therefore be older—than the soils found on top. The age of rock layers are determined by fossils using **relative dating** and **absolute dating**. If there are same fossils in more than one layers, these layers have the same age The majority of the time fossils are dated using relative dating techniques. Using relative dating the fossil is compared to something for which an age is already known.

Absolute dating is used to determine a precise age of a rock or fossil through radiometric dating methods. Radioactive minerals occur in rocks and fossils are almost a geological clock. Radioactive isotopes break down at a constant rate over time through radioactive decay. By measuring the ratio of the amount of the stable isotope to the amount of the radioactive isotope, an age can be determined.

#### Origin of Earth

Pierre-Simone Laplace reached the conclusion that the stability of the Solar system would best be accounted for by a process of evolving from chaos. Laplace suggested that:

1. The Sun was originally a giant cloud of gas or nebulae that rotated evenly.
2. The gas contracted due to cooling and gravity.
3. This forced the gas to rotate faster, just as an ice skater rotates faster when his extended arms are drawn onto his chest.

4. This faster rotation would throw off a rim of gas, which following cooling, would condense into a planet.

5. This process would be repeated several times to produce all the planets.

6. The asteroids between Mars and Jupiter were caused by rings which failed to condense properly.

7. The remaining gas ball left in the centre became the Sun.

It is frequently accepted nowadays that in addition to the above processes, Earth underwent the heating stage and at some point likely became a “lava ball”, and then cooling stage when water start to condense and make primary ocean. Also, geology and astronomical features of Moon suggest that this body originated from Earth on the some very early stage of Solar system evolution.

**Structure of Earth**

The Earth consists of concentric layers, core, mantle and crust. **Core** is in the center and is the hottest part of the Earth. It is solid and possibly made up of metals with temperatures of up to 5,500°C. **Mantle** is the widest section of the Earth. It has a thickness of approximately 2,900 km. The mantle is made up of semi-liquid magma. **Crust** is the outer layer of the Earth. It is a thin layer up to 60 km deep. The crust is made up of tectonic plates, which are in constant motion. Earthquakes and volcanoes are most likely to occur at plate boundaries.

Everything in Earth can be placed into one of four major subsystems: lithosphere (land), hydrosphere (water), biosphere (living things), and atmosphere (air). Earth is the only known planet that has a layer of water.

The differentiation of Earth body finally resulted in developing of lighter gas layer on the surface (primary atmosphere), initially very thin and relatively cold. Therefore, water vapour were condensed into primary ocean (primary hydrosphere). According to the principle of actuality, it should be close to today’s volcanic gases 15% of CO₂, plus CH₄ (methane), NH₃ (ammonia), H₂S, SO₂ and different “acidic smokes” like HCl.
Plate Tectonics

Alfred Wegener is best known as the creator of the theory of continental drift by hypothesizing in 1912 that the continents are slowly gliding around the Earth. According to Wegener, in the beginning of Mesozoic era, there were two large continents, Gondwana and Laurasia which were separated by Tethys Ocean. Gondwana was one of Earth broke up around 180 000 years ago. Moreover, in Permian period, all continents where united in one as Pangaea, which was surrounded by one big ocean.

Mantle is the thickest Earth layer but it slowly moves. Mantle convection breaks the lithosphere into plates and continues to move them around Earth surface. These plates might move alongside each other, move by, and even collide with each other. As a result, oceans basins may open, it may move continents, create mountains, and cause earthquakes. Continents will keep changing their positions due to mantle convection.

Hotspots are the living proofs of mantle convection. In the United States, there are two locations which are considered hotspots: Yellowstone and Hawaii. A hotspot is a place where the intense heat of the outer core radiates through the mantle. The most amazing fact about them is that whereas ocean (Hawaii) or continental (Yellowstone) plates move on, these hotspots stay in place! This is why in the past, Yellowstone was located westward, and Hawaiian volcanoes northward.

3.3 Chemistry of Life

To understand life, a basic knowledge of chemistry is needed. This includes atoms (and its components like protons, neutrons and electrons), atomic weight, isotopes, elements, the periodic table, chemical bonds (ionic, covalent, and hydrogen), valence, molecules, and molecular weight:

Atoms The smallest unit of matter undividable by chemical means. An atom is made up of two main parts: a nucleus vibrating in the centre, and a virtual cloud of electrons spinning around in zones at different distances from the nucleus (not to be confused with the cell nuclei). When atoms interact, its less like the bumping of balls and more a matter of attraction and repulsion; at atomic levels, mass is much less an important consideration than charges, which are electrical: positive, negative, or neutral (balanced).

Protons Stable elementary particles having the smallest known positive charge, found in the nuclei of all elements. The proton mass is less than that of a
neutron. A proton is the nucleus of the light hydrogen atom, i.e., the hydrogen ion.

**Neutrons** Like protons but neutral charge and also located in the nucleus.

**Radioactive** decay occurs in unstable atomic nuclei—that is, ones that do not have enough binding energy to hold the nucleus together due to an excess of either protons or neutrons.

**Electrons** determine how atoms will interact. Located on the outside of the nucleus known as the outer shell and has a negative charge that determines what type of change it has.

**Atomic weight** is the average of the masses of naturally-occurring isotopes.

**Isotopes** each of two or more forms of the same element that contain equal numbers of protons but different numbers of neutrons.

**Periodic table of elements** The periodic table we use today is based on the one devised and published by Dmitri Mendeleev in 1869. The periodic table of the chemical elements displays the organization of matter.

**Chemical bonds** are attractive forces between the atoms.

**Valence** A typical number of chemical bonds in this element. For example, nitrogen (N) has valence 3 and therefore usually makes three bonds.

**Molecules** Molecules form when two or more atoms form chemical bonds with each other.

**Molecular weight** calculated as a sum of atomic weights.

**Covalent bonds** When two atoms bind in one molecule, there are two variants possible. Non-polar bond is when electrons are equally shared between atoms. Polar bond is when one of atoms attract electrons more than another, and therefore becomes partly negative while the second—partly positive.

**Ionic bonds** Ionic bonding is the complete transfer of some electron(s) between atoms and is a type of chemical bond that generates two oppositely charged ions.

It is essential to know that protons have a charge of +1, neutrons have no charge, and electrons have a charge of −1. The atomic weight is equal to the weight of protons and neutrons. Isotopes have the same number of protons but different number of neutrons; some isotopes are unstable (radioactive).

One of the most outstanding molecules is water. Theoretically, water should boil at much lower temperature, but it boils at 100°C just because of the hydrogen bonds
sealing water molecules. These bonds arise because a water molecule is polar: hydrogens are slightly positively charged, and oxygen is slightly negatively charged.

Another important concept related to water is acidity. If in a solution of water, the molecule takes out proton (H\(^+\)), it is an acid. One example of this would be hydrochloric acid (HCl) which dissociates into H\(^+\) and Cl\(^-\). If the molecule takes out OH\(^-\) (hydroxide ion), this is a base. An example of this would be sodium hydroxide (NaOH) which dissociates into Na\(^+\) and hydroxide ion.

To plan chemical reactions properly, we need to know about molar mass and molar concentration. Molar mass is a gram equivalent of molecular mass. This means that (for example) the molecular mass of salt (NaCl) is 23 + 35, which equals 58. Consequently, one mole of salt is 58 grams. One mole of any matter (of molecular structure) always contains 6.02214078 \times 10^{23} molecules (Avogadro’s number).

The density of a dissolved substance is the concentration. If in 1 liter of distilled water, 58 grams of salt are diluted, we have 1M (one molar) concentration of salt. Concentration will not change if we take any amount of this liquid (spoon, drop, or half liter).

Depending on the concentration of protons in a substance, a solution can be very acidic. The acidity of a solution can be determined via pH. For example, if the concentration of protons is 0.1 M \((1 \times 10^{-1})\), which 0.1 grams of protons in 1 liter of water), this is an extremely acidic solution. The pH of it is just 1 (the negative logarithm, or negative degree of ten of protons concentration). Another example is distilled water. The concentration of protons there equals \(1 \times 10^{-7}\) M, and therefore pH of distilled water is 7. Distilled water is much less acidic because water molecules dissociate rarely.

When two or more carbon atoms are connected, they form a carbon skeleton. All organic molecules are made of some organic skeleton. Apart from C, elements participate in organic molecules (biogenic elements) are H, O, N, P, and S. These six elements make four types of biomolecules: (1) lipids—hydrophobic organic molecules which do not easily dissolve in water; (2) carbohydrates or sugars, such as glucose (raisins contain lots of glucose) and fructose (honey); by definition, carbohydrates have multiple –OH group, there are also polymeric carbohydrates (polysaccharides) like cellulose and starch; (3) amino acids (components of proteins) which always contain N, C, O and H; and (4) nucleotides combined from carbon cycle with nitrogen (heterocycle), sugar, and phosphoric acid; polymeric nucleotides are nucleic acids such as DNA and RNA.

On the next page is the most important thing for everyone who need to learn chemistry (and yes, you need to): periodic table. It was invented by Dmitry Mendeleev in 1869 and updated since, mostly by adding newly discovered and/or synthesized el-
elements. Note that Roman numerals were added to standard table to show numbers of main groups.
Periodic table.
3.4 Very Basic Features of Life

There are two basic features of all Earth life (and we do not actually know any other Life):

1. Semi-permeable membranes:
   Most of living cells surrounded by oily cover which consists of two layers made of lipids and embedded there proteins. These membranes allow some molecules (e.g., gases or lipids) to go through, but most molecules only enter “with permission”, under the tight control of membrane proteins.

2. DNA $\rightarrow$ RNA $\rightarrow$ proteins:
   That sequence is called transcription (first arrow) and translation (second arrow). DNA stores information in form of nucleotide sequence, then fragments of DNA are copying into RNA (transcription). RNA, in turn, controls protein synthesis (translation). This is sometimes called the “central dogma of molecular biology”.

Consequently, to solve problem of the origin of life, we need to solve the origin of these two basic features, and also to understand how did it happen that they merged together in the system which we call living cell.

3.5 How to Be the Cell

Most simple, prokaryotic cell should perform several essential duties in order to survive. These are:

1. Obtaining energy. In all living world, the energy is accumulated in the form of ATP molecules. To make ATP, there are three most common ways:
   - **Phototrophy** Energy from the light of Sun.
   - **Organotrophy** Energy from burning of organic molecules, either slow (fermentation), or fast (respiration).
   - **Lithotrophy** Energy from inorganic chemical reactions (“rocks”).

2. Obtaining building blocks (monomers which are using to built polymers like nucleic acids, proteins and polysaccharides). The principal monomer in the living world is glucose. From glucose, it is possible to chemically create everything else (of course, one must add nitrogen and phosphorous when needed). There are two principal ways to obtain monomers:
**Autotrophy** Make monomers from carbon dioxide.

**Heterotrophy** Take monomers from somebody else’s organic molecules.

There are six possible combinations of these above processes. For example, what we called “photosynthesis” is in fact **photoautotrophy**. Prokaryotes are famous because they have all six combinations at work.

3. Multiply. There are always three steps:
   
   (a) Duplicate DNA. As it is a double spiral, one must unwind it, and then build the antisymmetric copy of each chain in accordance with a simple complement rule—each nucleotide make hydrogen bond only with one nucleotide of other type:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A</th>
<th>T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

   (b) Split duplicated DNA.

   (c) Split the rest of the cell.

   Prokaryotic DNA is small and circular, optimized for the speedy duplication and division. Consequently, prokaryotes multiply with alarming speed.

4. Make proteins. This process involves transcription and translation. As proteins are “working machines” of the cell and DNA is an “instruction book”, there must be the way to transfer this information from DNA to proteins. It usually involves RNA which serves as temporary “blueprints” for proteins:

   (a) DNA and RNA each contains four types of nucleotides, this is an alphabet.

   (b) With help of enzymes, pieces of DNA responsible for one protein (gene) copied into RNA. Rules are almost the same as for DNA duplication above, but T from DNA is replaced in RNA with U.

   (c) The sequence of nucleotides is a language in which every tree nucleotides mean one amino acid.

   (d) Ribosomes translate trios of nucleotides (triplets) into amino acids and make proteins. They do it in accordance with *genetic code*: 
5. Make sex. To evolve, organisms must diversify first, natural selection works only if there is an initial diversity. There are two ways to diversify:

(a) **Mutations** which are simply mistakes in DNA. Majority of mutations are bad, and many are lethal. The probability to obtain useful mutation is comparable with probability to mend your cell phone using hammer.

(b) **Recombinations** are much safer, they increase diversity but unable to create novelties. In addition, recombinations serve also as a way to discard bad genes from the “gene pool” of population because from time to time, two or more bad genes meet together in one genotype and this combination becomes lethal.

Prokaryotes developed bacterial conjugation when two cell exchange parts of their DNA, this facilitates recombination. In bacterial world, recombination is possible not only within one population, but sometimes also between different species, this is called **horizontal gene transfer**.
3.6 Overview of the Cell

This small section will schematically describe structures of two cells, cell of eukaryote, and cell of prokaryote.

**Cell of eukaryote**, second-order cell: 1 nucleus, 2 nuclear envelope, 3 nuclear pore, 4 DNA = chromatin = chromosomes, 5 ribosomes (black), 6 ER, 7 AG, 8 vesicles, 9 vacuole (big vesicle), 10 mitochondria (surrounded with double membrane), 11 mitochondrial DNA, 12 chloroplast (surrounded with double membrane), 13 chloroplast DNA, 14 cytoskeleton (brown), 15 phagocytosis (caught in the middle of process), 16 cytoplasm, 17 cell membrane, 18 eukaryotic flagella.
Prokaryotic cell, cell of Monera, is much smaller, much more rigid and much simpler. Labels not provided because there is not much to label, and what is available, was already shown in the eukaryote. Except the cell wall which is outside of the cell membrane (some eukaryotes have cell wall though), and prokaryotic flagella (right bottom corner) which is just a molecule of protein:

Yes, this is all.

3.7 Ecological Interactions: Two-Species Model

Two-species model allows to describe how two theoretical species might influence each other. For example, Species I may facilitate Species II: it means that if biomass (sum of weight) of Species I increases, biomass of Species II also increases (+ interaction). There are also + and 0 interactions. Two species and three signs make six combinations:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>+</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>–</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>mutualism</td>
<td>commensalism(^1)</td>
<td>exploitation(^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>neutralism</td>
<td>amensalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>interference(^3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Includes phoresy (transportation), inquilinism (housing) and “sponging”.
\(^2\) Includes predation, parasitism and phytophagy.
\(^3\) Includes competition, allelopathy and aggression.

**Mutualism**  It sometimes called “symbiosis”. Two different species collaborate to make each other life better. One of the most striking example is lichenes which is algae-fungus mutualism.

**Commensalism**  Remember “Finding Nemo”? Clown fish lives inside actinia. This type of commensalism is called “housing”. Another example is suckerfish and shark, this is phoresy. *Sponging* happens when scavengers feed on what is left after the bigger carnivore meal.

**Exploitation**  This is the most severe interaction. *Predation* kills, but *parasitism* or *phytophagy* (the only difference is that second uses plants) do not.

**Neutralism**  Rare. Philosophically, everything is connected in nature, and if Species I and II live together, they usually interact, somehow.

**Amensalism**  This happens when suppressing organism is, for example, much bigger then the “partner”. Big trees often suppress all surrounding smaller plants.

**Interference**  *Competition* happens when Species I and II share same ecological niche, have similar requirements. *Gause’s Principle* says that sooner or later, one of them wins and another looses. Allelopathy is a mediated competition, typically through some chemicals like antibiotics. Most advanced (but least pleasant) is the direct aggression when individuals of one species physically eliminate the other one.

### 3.8 How to become an animal

Three driving forces of eukaryotic evolution:

- Prey and predator interactions
- Surface and volume
Ecological pyramid (Fig. 3.1).

Finally resulted in appearance of animals and plants. But these two groups originated differently.

Animals belong to the highest level of the pyramid of life (Fig. 3.2). They not only multi-cellular but also multi-tissued creatures. It is easy to become multicellular, enough is not to split cells completely after mitosis. And the big advantage is immediately feel: size.

To make a big body, it is much easier to join several cells then grow one cell. Explanation lays (as well as explanation of many other biology phenomena) in the surface/volume paradox: the more is the volume, the less is relative surface, and this is often bad. Multiplication of cells allows to be big without decreasing relative surface. And being big is a good idea for many living things, especially for plants (the more is the size, the more intensive is photosynthesis) and for prey in general (the bigger is prey, the more chances to survive after contact with predator).

But this is not working out of the box for active hunters like animals’ ancestors! To move, they need also the tight coordination between cells, and to eat, they need altruistic cells which feed other cells. Consequently, first animals (like phagocytella: Fig. 3.3) must acquire have at least two tissues: (1) surface cells, adapted to motion,
likely flagellate, and (2) cells located in deeper layers, adapted to digestion, probably amoeba-like. This evolution could go through several stages:

- Blastaea: not the animal yet. *Volvox, Proterospongia*.
- Phagocytella. Two tissues: *kinoblast* and *phagocytoblast*. *Trichoplax*.

What about communication, circulation, gas exchange etc.? If the first animal was small enough, all of these will run without specialized tissues, via diffusion, cell contacts and so on. But when size grows, the surface/volume paradox dictates that new and new tissue and organ appear. And size surely will grow because there is a constant race of arms between prey and predator, and between different predators.

3.9 How to be an animal

More organized, bigger animal has multiple needs, and therefore, multiple tissues and organs (Fig. 3.4):
Figure 3.3: From blastaea to phagocytella: hypothetical scenario. See explanations of these terms in the text.

Figure 3.4: “Ideal worm.” See the text for explanation of letters.

- **locomotion**: appendages, skin-muscular bag (A), fins;
- **support**: many types of skeleton (endoskeleton, chitinous exoskeleton, shells, skin plates) and hydrostatic skeleton based on body cavities filled with liquid \((A + K + M)\);
- **feeding and excretion**: mouth, anus, intestines, pharynx (G), stomach (J), digestion glands (like liver, I) *etc.*;
- **osmoregulation**: simple nephridia (C) and complicated kidneys;
- **gas exchange**: external gills (B), internal lungs and tracheas;
- **circulation**: open (M) or closed blood system with hear(s) (L);
• **reception**: eyes (D), mechanical sensors (ears, hairs), chemical sensors (nose) and many others;

• **communication**: neural cells (neurons), nerves (groups of neurons) (F), ganglia (E) and brain (masses of neurons);

• **reproduction**: sexual organs filled with sexual cells (N), male and female, separately or together, and fertilization “tools”.

### 3.10 Animalia: body plans, phyla and classes

![Figure 3.5: “Pyramid of Life”, with more splits](image)

From Georges Cuvier times, highest animal groups (phyla) are understood as different **body plans** (Fig. 3.6).

There are some important animal phyla with notes about their body plans. Note that most of mentioned characters do not belong to the 100% of phylum species. As biology is a science of exceptions, this is normal. The following table lists many
of animal phyla and also classes of chordates. Look also on “split pyramid” scheme (Fig. 3.5).

**Subregnum ***Spongia*: no symmetry

Phylum 1. *Porifera*: sitting filtrators with skeletal spicules (H)

**Subregnum ***Cnidaria*: radial symmetry, stinging cells

Phylum 2. *Anthozoa*: sitting, colonial, with skeleton (I)

Phylum 3. *Medusozoa*: swimming, solitary, soft (A)

**Subregnum ***Bilateria*: bilateral symmetry, likely originated from crawling habit

**Infraregnum ***Deuterostomia*: with specific embryogenesis

Phylum 4. *Echinodermata*: small-plate exoskeleton, secondary radial, water-vascular appendages (E)

Phylum 5. *Chordata*: head and tail, gills in pharynx, axial skeleton (B)

**Subphylum ***Cephalochordata*: Acrania (no skull)

Classis 1. *Leptocardii*: lancelet with no eyes and jaws

**Subphylum ***Vertebrata*: vertebral column

**Pisces*: fish-like, gills

Classis 2. *Chondrichtyes*: cartilaginous, live in ocean

3. *Actinopterygii*: boned, rayed fins

4. *Dipnoi*: boned, thick fins, gills and lungs

**Tetrapoda*: four legs

Superclassis *Anamnia*: water eggs

Classis 5. *Amphibia*
Superclassis *Amniota*: terrestrial eggs

Classis 6. *Reptilia*: no feathers, four-pedal

7. *Aves*: feathers, bipedal

8. *Mammalia*: grinding jaws, fur, milk

**Infraregnum Protostomia**: specific embryogenesis

Superphylum *Spiralia*: worms, mollusks and alike

Phylum 6. *Mollusca*: shell, body straight (F)

Phylum 7. *Lophophorata*: shell and alike, body curved (J)

Phylum 8. *Annelida*: naked, segmented (G)

Superphylum *Ecdysozoa*: molting, with chitinous cuticle

Phylum 9. *Nemathelminthes*: worms with bending motion and primary cavity (C)

Phylum 10. *Arthropoda*: both body and appendages segmented (D)

Classis 1. *Chelicerata*: spiders, ticks, mites, scorpions

2. *Malacostraca*: crabs, lobsters, shrimp

3. *Hexapoda*: insects and alike
Figure 3.6: Ten animal body plans, corresponding with phyla. See the text for explanation of letters.
3.11 Peas and flies: basics of inheritance

3.11.1 Syngamy and meiosis

- Syngamy if one of safest mechanisms of recombination
- Continuous syngamy is not good
- Meiosis is the counterpart of syngamy
- The simplest way to make meiosis is to split paired (homologous) chromosomes between two daughter cells, and then immediately (without S-phase) split duplicated DNA; thus meiosis has two divisions

3.11.2 Male and female

In syngamy, there are always two partners. They could be superficially almost identical—only genotypes and some surface chemistry differ. Two dangers are here: to mate with same genotype (then why to mate?) or mate with other species (which could result in broken genotype). To improve partner recognition, there are many mechanisms.

One is based simply on size. If one is bigger, then smaller one is presumably the good partner. From this point, smaller cell is called male, and bigger called female.

Now, females could invest in storage (and bigger size) whereas males invest in numbers. This strategy will dramatically improve fertilization and also allows to select better males. It results in big, non-motile female cells and small, fast-moving, numerous male cells. Here females called oocytes (or egg cells) and males—spermatozoa.

The ultimate step could be non-motile males too, but this is not frequent because they will need the external help for the fertilization. These non-motile male cells (spermatia) exist in red algae, sponges, crustaceans and flowering plants.

3.11.3 Mendel’s theory, explanations and corrections

- In crossings, he often used two different variants of one character: two genotype variants (alleles, paralogs) of one gene which control two variants of one phenotype
- “Factors” (genes) are paired in plant but separated in gametes: because of meiosis
• One “factor” is **dominant**: 
  *one variant is working DNA, the other is not*

• Different characters are separating between gametes **independently**: 
  *this is how anaphase I of meiosis goes*

• This is because different characters are located in **different places**: 
  *i.e., in different pairs of chromosomes*

• If genes are located in the same chromosome, they are **linked** and will not be inherited independently

• However, linkage could be broken in **crossing-over** (it runs in prophase I of meiosis)

• Sometimes, sex is determined with chromosome set: one gender has the pair where chromosomes are non-equal

### 3.11.4 Anaphase I and recombinants

Imagine that parent is fully heterozygous, like in Mendel’s first generation. It has red flowers (Rr) and long stems (Ll), the whole genotype is then “RrLl”.

There are **two possibilities** in the anaphase I:

1. Either “R-chromosome” and “L-chromosome” come together to one pole (consequently, “l-chromosome” and “r-chromosome” to other pole)
2. Or “R-chromosome” + “l-chromosome” come one way, and “r-chromosome” + “L-chromosome” another way

Each variant has 1/2 (50%) probability, like in throwing a coin.

**Four** gamete types are possible:

1. RL
2. rl
3. Rl
4. rL

Four gametes give 16 combinations (phenotypes are short-stemmed, **long-stemmed**, white-flowered and **red-flowered**):
(Please count proportions to see that it is really 9:3:3:1.)

As R and L are dominant, only four phenotypes appear, and two of them are recombinants, phenotypes unlike parents.

### 3.12 Plant stories

#### 3.12.1 Plants and plants

- The following factors “pushed” plants on land:
  1. Availability of light
  2. Temperature-gases conflict
  3. Increased competition in shallow waters
- Two first tissues:
  1. isolating/ventilating compound epidermis
  2. photosynthetic/storage ground tissue were response to desiccation.
- Epidermis could be developed in advance as adaptation to spore delivery.
- Next stages:
  3. supportive tissues to solve “Manhattan problem”
  4. vascular tissues to transport water and sugars
  5. branching
  5. absorption tissues (or mycorrhiza) for water uptake
3.12.2 Life cycles

This is a short list of terms associated with life cycles:

- mitosis, meiosis (R!), syngamy (Y!)
- vegetative reproduction (cloning), sexual reproduction and asexual reproduction
- result of syngamy: zygote; participant of syngamy: gamete
- smaller gamete: male, bigger gamete: female; movable male gamete: spermatozoon (sperm), motionless female gamete: oocyte (egg cell)
- result of meiosis: spores
- haplont (plants: gametophyte) and diplont (plants: sporophyte)
- sporic life cycle (like in plants), gametic life cycle (like in animals) and sporic (only protists)
• sporic: gametophyte dominance (mosses) and sporophyte dominance (ferns and seed plants)

Note that Mendel “saw” genes mixed, segregated and then immediately mixed/recombined again, whereas in the life cycle of unicellular eukaryote, they are segregated, then mixed/recombined and immediately segregated again.

This is because for multicellular organism, diploid condition is better. Since not all genes are strictly dominant, then (1) diploids are broader adapted, due to two variants of gene; (2) if one copy breaks (mutation), the other still works. Diploid condition is also a handy tool to effectively segregate homozygous lethal mutations.

Syngamy is a cheapest and safest way to mix genes within population. After syngamy, the most natural step for unicellular organism is to return DNA amount back to normal, reduce it through the meiosis (of course, genes do not unmix). However, if the organism is multicellular, there is a choice because (a) they already have the developmental program allowing them to exist as stable group of cells and (b) diploid is better. So, while some of multicellular life head to meiosis, zygote of many others proceeds to diplont.

Diplont is a body of diploid cells. It still “keeps in mind” that at some point, meiosis will be required, but this could be postponed for now. Main goal for the diplont is to grow its multicellular body and (if this is reasonable), clone itself with vegetative reproduction.

Then, when time came, meiosis occurs and resulted in 4 cells. They are haploid. Here is the second choice. These new cells could proceed back to syngamy, like in animals and some protists; but in other protists and plants, these cells (now they are called spores) will grow into haplont.

Haplont is a body of haploid cells. Again, it “remembers” that at some point, syngamy will be required, but at the moment, it enjoys multicellular life which could be superficially very similar to diplont.

Finally, some cells of haplont become gametes which go to sexual reproduction, syngamy. Life cycle is now completed.
Figure 3.8: Life cycle of multicellular eukaryote.
3.12.3 Three phyla of plants

As animal phyla differ by body plans, plant phyla differ with life cycles. Plants started from green algal ancestors which have no diplont, only zygote was diploid in their life cycle. But diplont is better! So plants gradually increased the diploid stage (plant’s diplont is called sporophyte) and reduced haploid (gametophyte). And they still did not reach the animal (gametic) shortcut of the life cycle, even in most advanced plants there is small gametophyte of few cells. One of reasons is that plants do not move, and young sporophyte always starts its life on the mother gametophyte.

Mosses have sporophyte which is adapted only for spore dispersal. Gametophyte is then a main photosynthetic stage which makes most of photosynthesis and therefore need to be big. However, it cannot grow big! This is because for the fertilization, it needs water. Therefore, mosses could not be larger then the maximal level of water.

![Figure 3.9: Life cycles of Bryophyta (A), Pteridophyta (B) and Spermatophyta (C).](image)

To overcome the restriction, stages role must reverse. Ferns did that, and their gametophyte is really small and adapted only for fertilization. This works pretty well but only if the plant body is relatively small.

Trees capable to secondary growth (that is, thickening of stem with special “stem cells”) will experience the ecological conflict between ephemeral, minuscule gametophyte and giant stable sporophyte. Whatever efforts sporophyte employs, result
is unpredictable. Birth control, so needed for large organisms, is impossible. One solution is not to grow so big.

Another solution is much more complicated. They need to reduce gametophyte even more and place it on sporophyte. And also invent the new way of bringing males to female because between tree crowns, the old-fashioned water fertilization is obviously not possible. To make this new way (it called pollination), some other external agents must be employed. First was a wind, and the second came out of the clever trick to convert enemies into friends: insects.

Still, result was really cumbersome and the whole life cycle became much slower than in ferns, it could span years! The only way was to optimize and optimize it, until in flowering plants, it starts to be comparable and even faster then in two other phyla.
Figure 3.10: Life cycles of Bryophyta (A), Pteridophyta (B) and Spermatophyta (C): another view.